
 

 

 

13 June 2019 

 



Firstly, apologies for the lateness of this newsletter. Marking and admin had to 

take priority, but there is very much a golden lining to this delay. You may 

remember the long-delayed U14A fixture against Rondebosch. Well, it 

happened this week, and what a match it was! 

 

The U14A team ended their half of the season with narrow win against 

Rondebosch on Monday night. This win means that they are unbeaten this 

season, and that they have won both the League as well as the Knockout 

Cup. Heartiest congratulations to the boys and to their coaches! 

 

 



There is a match report from coach Pierre le Roux later in the newsletter. 

Against Wynberg, there were some very tough matches, but we came away 

with only five losses in fourteen matches: a wonderful weekend of hockey. It 

occurred to me how well-behaved our boys are, especially in terms of their 

behaviour towards umpires. It hasn’t always been so with opposition players 

and we can be justifiably proud of our young men. 

In the past week most teams have continued practising, some in appalling 

weather. Look at these pictures of the U16A team having fun. Thank goodness 

we have a “wet astro”! 

   

 

Below are the coaches’ match reports for the Wynberg matches. 

 

1st XI: 

The previous results throughout the afternoon had all been tight affairs, and 

the atmosphere at the pitch 

reflected this by the time the U19A 

team game started. Tom van 

Niekerk (right) pulled up during the 

warm-up with a groin injury but 

decided to see how it was during the 

first part of the game. Nonetheless, I 

felt that the SACS team was well-

prepared and ready to take the 

game to Wynberg. 

 



This proved to be the case as SACS were dominant throughout the first two 

chukkas. The breakthrough came late in the quarter when good play out of 

defence and a midfield transition from left to right, allowed Nate Ansell  to 

canter through into 

the D and bury the 

ball into the 

bottom left corner.  

 

However, the SACS 

boys didn’t really 

convert enough of 

their dominance 

and allowed 

Wynberg back into 

the game each 

time with soft 

penalty corners, 

made even more 

galling by them not 

having a real potent threat from their corner routine. SACS took the lead again 

at the very end of the second quarter and deservedly so. A penalty corner 

was flicked by Daniel Opperman, which the goalkeeper saved, only for 

Thomas Theron to blast home the rebound, with his first touch of the game  

 

 
and his first ever touch in a competitive U19A game! Awarded. (above) 

 

Perpetual ill-discipline from Wynberg saw SACS with numbers advantage for 

several periods in the second half, but ultimately the dominance didn’t show 

and, with only 5 minutes remaining, Wynberg got a penalty corner which they 

worked in the goal from their right hand side.  

 



The final score was 2-2. The result, to SACS, felt like a loss and was confirmed 

even more so when the Wynberg coaches brayed afterwards that they felt 

like they had won!  

 

 
 

Nonetheless, this has been a very good term of hockey for this super-talented 

bunch of SACS players and they should be proud of their achievements so far. 

With many big games still to come in term 3, there will be no room for 

complacency. Our best wishes are with all of those playing the inter-provincial 

tournaments over the holidays and we trust they will come back even stronger 

and more influential as players than before.  

 

2nd XI: 

 

The team was looking forward to this fixture. We knew that to win the game 

we would need to play well throughout the match. We needed to put pressure 

on their defensive structures and be aware of players that were pushing 

forward into attacking options. 

It took the players a while, but soon we managed to start putting pressure on 

their passing options. As a result, we created a very good scoring opportunity 

but unfortunately did not convert.  



There were not many opportunities created by both teams in the first half, but 

Wynberg went ahead with a breakaway opportunity that they finished off 

clinically. After Wynberg scored a second goal with about ten minutes left to 

play, the players were still positive and believed that they could score two 

goals and maybe even three.  

Ethan Abrahams scored with a very good reverse-stick shot and you could 

notice an extra spring in the step of the players. Unfortunately, we did not 

manage to equalise the match. The team played very good hockey 

throughout the match. The only disappointing aspect was that the team 

created penalty corners and field scoring opportunities, but we did not 

convert those opportunities into situations where Wynberg had to make saves 

and defend their goals. If that part of our game had been more clinical, I 

believe we would have won the match.  

 

3rd XI: 

This weekend brought the last school of the Southern Suburbs opposition trio 

to the Brewery astro of SACS. There was no complacency during practice in 

the week and Michael Willig showed his passion for the team with a few well-

thought drills that he, as captain, wanted the gents to do.  

Wynberg had good structure to start, but quick-passing and decisive running 

allowed us to get around their holding midfielders and, by using the channels, 

we got the ball a fair few times into the Wynberg circle. A few chances flashed 

in front of the goals and we had opportunities to put our opponents on the 

back foot early on. Unfortunately each striker missed his fair share of chances 

and a lack of composure from the links taking some wild shots saw us end the 

game 0-0.  

Wynberg were doing a good job of frustrating our strikers, but this was used 

against them to keep their attention midfield as we crept in from the sides. We 

are doing so well to build play and remain fairly composed in the build-up. The 

gents now need to put some icing on that cake each time we enter the circle.  

Harrison Fowles and Nicholas Findlay have done a great job of securing the 

midfield ball and distributing it to either channel. However, we now need to 

be able to move the ball from one channel to the other, rather than 

encouraging play to get stuck one side. This requires the defence to step up 

and support the links, rather than assuming the job is done when the ball is out 

of our 25! The team and I look forward to building upon the progression that 

we have seen in each and every player this weekend and ending the term on 

a solid win.   



  

  

   

  

 



4th XI:  

The ‘Fiery Fourths’ had not shown much fire this term so far, but things were 

about to change. Having a full bench was a pleasant change from the norm 

and we were able to rotate our players regularly. 

 

The first half was a quiet affair in which we created many chances and failed 

to score – even with a number of pc’s. We eventually did score just before half 

time through Keiron Horsford . Half time 1 – 0 up. And then the fire materialised 

from nowhere. We absolutely dominated the second half and were unlucky 

not to score more than the four goals we put into the Wynberg net. Goals at 

regular intervals saw Alex Daniels, Matty Klusener, Thomas Neff and Dylan 

Fourie getting their names on the score-sheet. 

 

In a match where everybody played well, it is difficult to pick out specific 

players. However my back four were superb in defence and going forward. 

Well done Oliver Borg, Zac Lewis, Thomas Russell and Sulaiman Tahir. Dylan 

Fourie also put in a great second half of attacking flair. 

 

Well played the 4ths. The final result saw SACS 4ths won 5 – 0. 

 

5th XI: 

 

On Friday afternoon the SACS U19Es played in an eagerly-anticipated match 

against Wynberg Boys’ High School. Due to the examination period, there was 

a lot of tribulation within our team with regards to players not being able to 

play. This resulted in a new look team taking on a relatively experienced 

Wynberg side.  

The game started at a high intensity. SACS were well organized in the middle 

of the field which resulted in a lot of turnovers and counter-attacking 

opportunities. SACS managed to capitalize on these opportunities and put 

two goals away before half time.  

The second half fatigue started to creep in and therefore allowed Wynberg to 

gain some momentum by scoring their first goal. SACS eventually pulled in 

front once more with their third goal. Wynberg did have an answer for SACS's 

attacking endeavours with two goals of their own.  

In the last few minutes of the game SACS managed to regain the lead and 

held on to a 4-3 win.  

 

 

 



U16A: 

In our final fixture of the term we took on an extremely talented Wynberg side. 

The game was off to a flashy start as we were able to dominate proceedings 

and enter the Wynberg D on countless occasions. Unfortunately, we were 

unable to take the chances we were creating, as balls flew wide of the post. 

Matthew May had his flicking boots on once more and was very unlucky to be 

prevented from scoring by the post.  

 

 
 

He made up for this by getting on the end of a well-worked short corner routine 

that started with a perfect hit from James Royden-Turner and ended with May 

deflecting the ball past the sprawling Wynberg keeper.  

 

The game continued to be the classic clash that it was anticipated to be with 

chances being created at both ends of the park. Unfortunately, from a short 

corner of their own, Wynberg were able to hit back to 1-1. For us the game will 

be remembered for its missed opportunities and we only have ourselves to 

blame as missed tap-ins, shots and deflections were the order of the day.  

 

 



Nevertheless, we were able to take the lead twice, the second time courtesy 

of a nutmeg induced by Damian Knott. Wynberg broke hearts once more as 

they equalized - seeing the game end in a draw. It was a bittersweet ending 

to a wonderful term of hockey, but an ending we would take nonetheless.  

 

All the best to all the SACS boys and parents at the respective IPTs this holiday 

- bring back gold!  

 

U16B: 

 

The U16B boys played in a cracking game on Friday, a game where tensions 

were steamy from the first whistle. 

 

SACS went ahead 2-0 which led through to the second half. The boys grew 

slightly complacent and the opposition scored. After that the boys seemed to 

lose their head a little and a cracker of a finish put the Wynberg side on equal 

footing.  

 

The game would end in a 2-2 thriller with the boys slightly disappointed, but 

knowing they fought hard.  

 

U16C: 

 

The SACS U16Cs practised really well throughout the week in the build-up to 

the Wynberg fixture. The backs and links started to gel well together and there 

was some good inter-play between them at the practice sessions.  

The Wynberg game started out really well with SACS attacking from the first 

whistle. As SACS were about to score in the D, Wynberg managed to turn the 

ball over and run the length of the field to score their first goal. This was a 

demoralising blow to SACS. More poor defence ensued and this opened up 

more opportunities for Wynberg and they added three more goals to their 

tally. Simple first time tackles really let down SACS and this will need to be 

worked on in the future.  

The second half started off much better as there were far fewer missed tackles 

and more turn-overs in favour of SACS. The confidence began to grow with 

each play and eventually SACS managed to get on the board with two very 

well-executed goals.  

The end score was 4-2 in favour of Wynberg. However, SACS did much better 

in the second half, keeping Wynberg goalless. I am sure that the SACS U16Cs 

will be disappointed in letting such easy goals in, but they will just have to learn 

from the experience and make sure that they execute their first-time tackles 

in the matches to come.  



 

 



 

U16D: 

The team played an exciting match against Wynberg on Saturday morning at 

home and were unlucky to lose the fixture 4-5. 

 

We started the game with a quick goal by Cale Harrison in the first few minutes 

of the match. This was followed by good play from both teams in an even 

battle. Ten minutes into the game we got a short corner which Cameron Turner 

slotted in after Cale's shot hit the keeper's pads.  

 

Shortly afterwards we conceded a short corner and, after several attempts, 

Wynberg managed to score their first goal. Then Caden Mirfin got in on the 

action by finding the backboard with a nice tap past the keeper. Wynberg 

scored again shortly before half-time, taking the score to 3-2 to us at half time. 

 

The second half saw us starting to buckle under Wynberg's pressure. Our 

defence struggled against their strong press as our mid-fielders tired and did 

not come back enough to support them.  

 

Early in the second half Wynberg levelled the score off a short corner and then, 

with five minutes left on the clock, they pulled ahead with another converted 

short corner and a quick goal shortly thereafter.  

 

At the end we managed a consolation goal when a scramble in front of the 

goal resulted in a ball slipping past the keeper. It is uncertain whose stick it 

finally came off. We look forward to an exciting rematch against them next 

term. Until then, we have many things we need to improve upon. 
 
 

U15A: 

Derby day arrived and the atmosphere certainly didn’t disappoint. The boys 

were ready to go and the crowd was growing with every fixture leading up to 

the First Team.  

The game began at a high intensity with SACS on the front foot, causing havoc 

through their press and energy in the midfield. It was a tough and physical 

contest.  



 

The first goal came through a momentary lapse in concentration from the 

defence, resulting in a tap-in goal for the visitors. This brought about another 

two quick-fire goals from Wynberg and the halftime score was 3-0 to the 

visitors.  

 The half-time talk consisted of reassurance that the boys were certainly still in 

this game as they had created numerous chances in the first half, but the 

defence needed to be extra focused going into the second half. The boys 

started brightly through a Chase Cottee back-stick goal to bring it to 3-1. This 

livened the mood and for the rest of the half, the boys kept pushing but, 

unfortunately, to no avail. 3-1 was the final score, and a disappointing one in 

that.  

The SACS U15A team has plenty of heart and character and I have no doubt 

that they will come back stronger next season.  

 

U14A: 

SACS started the match against Wynberg with pressure and intensity, keeping 

Wynberg on the Wynberg side of the field for much of the first half. The 

congestion, however, proved difficult to penetrate with all of SACS chances 

being squandered by loose shots or poor finishes.  

The 0 – 0 halftime score was an eye-opener for regular watchers of the SACS 

U14A side but Rowan Davis  



  

opened the scoring in the second half with a bullet drag flick (above)that 

would have beaten many senior keepers. Later in the second half SACS broke 

free from their own 25 yard line to send a long ball through to Davis who 

expertly drew the keeper and tucked a pass to Matt Lowe (below, left) who 

had an empty goal to finish in.  

With SACS 2 – 0 up and more chances going 

a begging, a series of mis-trapped balls and 

missed tackles saw Wynberg go from their 

own circle to entering the SACS circle, where Rogan Stirk was called into 

action to stop a lone Wynberg forward. Unfortunately Rogan Stirk’s rugby 

ability came to the fore and, in his eagerness to tackle the ball, the man was 



taken down too, resulting in a penalty flick for Wynberg. Wynberg duly 

converted and the match finished 2 – 1 to SACS.  

Not a typical SACS U14A performance, but a good result on the day.   

 

Match report for the Rondebosch match: 

The much-anticipated match between SACS U14A and Rondebosch was 

played on Monday evening at WPCC in front of an impressive crowd. 

Rondebosch started the game in full defensive mode which resulted in SACS 

having much of the possession but few real chances on goal. The tactic by 

Rondebosch posed a new experience for the SACS team who had to deal 

with a congested match.  

Near the end of the first half Matt Lowe took a quick free hit in the opposition 

25 yard area and, with a burst of speed rounded his defender, passed 

to Rowan Davis in front of the goal who neatly finished to give SACS a 1 – 0 

half-time lead.  

In the second half Rondebosch upped the ante and started applying pressure 

to any SACS ball carrier, which stopped the free flowing game normally seen 

from SACS. The pressure eventually lead to a scramble in front of the SACS 

goal with the ball finding the backboard and Rondebosch levelling the match 

with four minutes left to play.  

SACS piled on the pressure and some quick thinking free hits from Josh 

Opperman kept probing the Bosch defence. With two minutes to go, some 

tough hockey from SACS, under pressure from hard tackles from Rondebosch, 

lead to an entry into the D which Rowan Davis finished with a close range goal 

to give SACS the lead. 

To SACS’ credit they kept on the pressure after scoring and were awarded 

penalty corner in the last thirty seconds of the game. This unfortunately saw a 

well-worked deflection missed over the crossbar. The hard-fought match 

finished 2 – 1 to SACS and with that SACS secured the WP U14 Premier League 

title to add to the Knockout Cup final they won earlier in the season.            

 

U14B:     

It was a tough fixture ahead for the U14B team against Wynberg, who have 

been on top in previous years in B team games. Playing away from home on 

a dry and slow Wynberg Turf will also test the team. The boys needed to step 

up and show why they have been unbeaten this season so far. They were not 

to get complacent and had to respect their opponents.  



 

With there being no bibs, SACS needed really to focus to find the connections 

because both teams were wearing white. With the sun shining brightly as well, 

SACS needed to play a passing game and refrain from running with the ball.  

 

In the first half, both teams struggled to get a rhythm going. SACS were holding 

on the ball too long at stages which created a scrappy first half because both 

teams got sucked into not releasing the ball. This caused many double 

turnovers which made the game very bunched and not pleasing to the eye.  

 

Wynberg eventually managed to retain the possession and keep the ball. 

However, SACS did well to defend their attack but unfortunately threw away 

possession. SACS were struggling to find each other and many were caught 

ball-watching. The game became very slow and sloppy, but Wynberg started 

to pick up their game and used their pace to create chances. Sebastian 

Deveurex however made very good saves to keep Wynberg from scoring. The 

first half ended 0-0 with both teams having chances, but weren't able to 

capitalise.  

 

Coming into the second half, there was a lot of frustration amongst the SACS 

team. They needed to keep their heads if they wanted the win. The boys 

needed to dig deep to rectify their mistakes and get into the game. The 

second half was highly anticipated and SACS started to get their connections 

right. However Wynberg kept playing well in defence, which made it difficult 

for SACS. Both teams were playing well with Wynberg keeping up with the 

increased pace SACS created.  

 

Soon after SACS scored off Abdul Aziz Thompson, who scored a tomahawk 

lobbed shot from top D into the roof of the net when the keeper was off his 

line. SACS were relieved to have scored after letting a few chances go to 

waste.  

 

The game was still even with a few minutes left on the clock. Wynberg, 

however, were not making it easy for SACS. They started to dominate the final 

stages of the game but Sebastian Devereux managed to make three great 

saves off a Wynberg penalty corner and two Wynberg field-goal chances. The 

SACS U14 Bs kept Wynberg at bay and won the game 1-0.  

 

It was great to see the boys winning a game where they didn't really play well. 

All teams have an off day and it was well-managed by the boys. I was also 

impressed that the boys managed to pull a triple crown where they beat 

Wynberg, Rondebosch and Bishops. Extremely proud coach!  

 

 



U14C: 

 

On Friday afternoon, our boys played a tough and exciting match against 

Wynberg Boys’ High School. Within the first three minutes, while the boys were 

still getting into the game, Aidan Jones scores a fantastic goal. The team were 

elated and it gave them an energy boost. Our passing and general field work 

over the weeks has improved dramatically and this was clearly evident on the 

field on Friday afternoon.  

 

90% of the first half was spent in the opposition’s half and SACS scored another 

two goals bringing us into a lead of 3-0. The second goal of the match was 

scored by Jayden Giraudeux, his second goal in two weeks. And our third goal 

was scored again by Aidan Jones who took a quick shot off Jayson Cawood’s 

ball. Feeling confident, the boys started to lose a bit of their form on the field 

and unfortunately let in a goal scored by Wynberg just near the end of the first 

half. In the second half, Wynberg was able to score another two times, 

meaning that the game unfortunately ended in a 3-3 draw.  

 

U14D: 

 

The U14Ds had a tight fixture against Wynberg. The game started with some 

great passing up the field into the Wynberg “D” where our forwards put them 

under pressure. This led Wynberg to score an own goal to put us in the lead, 1-

0. Wynberg then levelled the score, 1-1, and soon after our reliable 

goalie, Jack Gee, cleared the ball to David te Roller who sent it up the field.  

Our opposition continued their attack and Wynberg scored two further goals 

in the first half leading to a score of 1-3. There was slightly more play on their 

side of the field before the whistle, but our boys lacked the structure we had 

practised.  

However, the team’s focus improved significantly in the second half and we 

were able to level the score. Ephraim Rethman had a long run up the 

centre, Luca Gloor provided some passes up the left side and Tom 

Wiltshire provided excellent passing up the right side of the field to get the ball 

into their “D”. These plays allowed us to score two further goals – one by Bodhi 

Gold and a second by Brett James, leading to a final score of 3-3. This result 

was testament to each player’s desire to play their best for the team and not 

give up. 



 

As the sun sets on the first half of the season, we wish our WP representatives 

well for their holiday tournaments. 

To the rest of you, have a great holiday and we will see you on the touchlines 

for the Edgemead games. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


